Fiat x1

The engine was designed by Aurelio Lampredi , famed Ferrari engine designer before he went to
work for FIAT the parent company, at that time. The fuel tank and spare wheel were located
ahead of the engine, behind the driver and passenger seats respectively â€” optimizing the
proportion of the car's weight within its wheelbase for more balanced handling and enabling
cargo areas front and rear. Once developed for production, the two-seater featured sharp-edged
styling with a wedge shape, retractable headlights, an integrated front spoiler and a removable
hard top roof panel targa top. The removable hardtop could be stored in the front boot ; a
second luggage compartment was provided at the rear of the car, accessible through a
conventional boot lid. Unlike Fiat's marketing nomenclature at the time which used a numerical
system e. Fiat's prototype coding used X0 for engines, X1 for passenger vehicles and X2 for
commercial vehicles. Press test drives were held at the end of November , on the Sicilian
Madonie roads home to the Targa Florio road race. The car's monocoque body was produced at
the Bertone factory in Grugliasco Turin [13] and then transported to the Fiat's Lingotto factory
for final assembly. Changes included a new cast aluminium oil sump, [11] complementing the
aluminium cylinder head. Suspension was fully independent , with MacPherson struts front and
rear. The interior, upholstered in leatherette , featured two bucket seats with integrated
headrests and a four-spoke steering wheel resembling the one fitted to the Lamborghini Marzal.
The engine cover and rear trunk could be opened with lockable interior latches located on the
driver's side door jamb. The original 1. Fiat began marketing a right-hand drive variant in
Bertone models featured revised footwells redesigned to enhance legroom and sitting comfort
for persons taller than the original design's target. The U. To meet U. In U. Model years and saw
a transition from carburetion to Bosch L-Jetronic fuel injection, with the changeover coming in
for cars sold in California and a gradual changeover for "federal" cars from late to model years.
The combination of fuel injection FI , a catalytic converter and unleaded gasoline allowed these
cars to meet California's and later federal emission standards. The instrument panel and dash
redesign moved the heating and ventilation controls from the center console up to the main
dash, relocated the radio to the center dash area, moved the fuse panel from the area above the
driver's left knee to the area above the passenger's footwell where the glovebox was, and
moved the glovebox to atop the dash. During , Fiat ended its presence in the U. Automotive, Inc.
Five all-aluminum cars, dubbed "Superlight" not Superleggera , were built to the same strength
and stiffness of the normal steel cars, and tested for vibration, noise, high load input, and
corrosion. The program also tested the specially developed adhesives and techniques used to
assemble bodyshell components. The spare tire was relocated to the new space behind the
driver's seat, and a third seat was added to the space behind the passenger seat originally used
for the spare tire. The stock 1. Only one example is known to exist which is currently on display
with the Bertone collection in Volandia. A fascia was fabricated to mate with the engine
compartment lid to cover the body shoulders where the sails panels used to be. The convertible
top is not a structure that emerges from behind the passenger compartment area; rather it is a
flexible cover that mounts using the original targa top clips along the windshield in front,
stretches over and is supported by the new roll bar, and is secured into place in the rear with
twist-clips. It was built in cooperation with Fiat by the technician and racer Mike Parkes who
later developed and built the Lancia Stratos. The Filipinetti had a cc engine with Lucas
mechanical fuel injection and a Colotti five-speed gearbox. Externally the cars sported flared
wheel-arches, a small "duck tail" spoiler and an F1 style air intake designed to feed the
carburettors cool air from above the cars roof. Components and entire body-shells were
routinely swapped and replaced as part of the development process, but it is believed that 5
genuine cars were produced. The Faran Car Co. The design featured replacement fibreglass
mouldings for the front and rear wings together with front and rear integrated bumper sections.
The external modifications were completed by side sill skirts and a rear boot spoiler not
dissimilar in style to that found on a De Tomaso Pantera. Production of the Faran kits ended
following a factory fire. Eurosport UK Ltd. The full kit was a contender to the Faran version and
utilises wide replacement fibreglass moldings for the front and rear wings, together with front
and rear integrated bumper sections. Side skirts completed the styling which featured Ferrari
Testarossa style side air intake mouldings ahead of the rear wheels. The bolt-on kit in contrast
featured replacement front and rear integrated bumper sections that were moulded to blend
with the standard wings. This allowed the alloy bumpers to be substituted with ease and offer a
more modern appearance. Side sill skirts were also included in the bolt-on kit. Both kits are still
available today. Current availability for the Schult conversion is unknown. The club produces a
quarterly magazine, attends and organises events, and provides advice on the maintenance of
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Transverse mid-engine, rear-wheel drive. Fiat Fiat Ritmo. Small wrap-around steel bumpers with
large rubber blocks; chrome trim rear fascia; oval holes in rear lower valence; manual choke
operating knob located between the seats ; no access panel to distributor from spare tire well.
Ladder-style aluminum bumpers; aluminium grille replaced oval holes in rear valence;
automatic choke controlled by coolant temperature. Targa top front profile and windshield
frame targa top seal modified for improved water-tightness. Model year included an unknown
number of "special edition" cars with interior colours and trims and exterior striping unique to
the edition. Affixed to the right fender, the identifying label had the Italian flag, a four digit serial
number, and Nuccio Bertone's signature. First year for distributor access panel in spare wheel
compartment. Late cars relocated the front trunk release handle from the glovebox to the left
side of the driver's footwell. First major makeover included: square, aluminium bumpers with
"elephant ears" side trim; horizontal slat front grille; revised interior included new dash, new
seating; drivetrain improvements included 1. Bosch L-Jetronic fuel injection fitted to California
cars. Electrical system modernized GBC fuses are replaced by ATC blade style fuses in the fuse
and relay centre under the dash just below the glove box. New two-tone paint scheme with the
paint line higher on the body, just below the greenhouse. First year for Cromodora CD wheels
nicknamed "Trons". Optional full-width rear decklid spoiler available. Bumper finish changed
from anodized aluminium to flat black. Added federally-required center high mounted stop light
CHMSL for cars manufactured after January 1, ; mounted in rear window just below the targa
bar. Minor appearance makeover includes wide body side mouldings, fully padded three-spoke
steering wheel, cosmetic changes to climate controls on AC-equipped cars. Full "blackout"
treatment to windshield mouldings, door frame surround mouldings, and sail panel trim and
moulding pieces. Powertrain and running gear. Belt-driven single overhead camshaft , 2 valves
per cylinder, reverse-flow layout. Bosch L-Jetronic fuel injection. Steel unibody. Independent,
lower lateral link with reaction strut, McPherson struts with concentric coil springs.
Independent, lower A-arm, McPherson struts with concentric coil springs. Dual-circuit hydraulic
activation. Cable operated Hand brake on the rear calipers. Dimensions and weights. City car.
Small family car. Large family car. Executive car. Pininfarina Cabriolet. Sports car. Campagnola
Panda I. Panda II. Panda III. Punto I. Punto II. Grande Punto. Compact car. Bravo II. Mid-size car.
Croma I. Croma II. Ritmo Cabrio. Punto Cabrio. Abarth Spider. Fiorino I. Fiorino II. Mini CUV.
Mini MPV. Compact MPV. Large MPV. Ulysse I. Ulysse II. Scudo I. Ducato I. Ducato II. Ducato III.
Mini pickup. You are currently viewing the FIAT Forum as a guest which gives you limited
access to our many features. Register now to join our community of over , members and gain
instant access to all we have to offer. Registration is fast less than 2 minutes , simple,
absolutely free and gives you access to a wealth of FIAT information. Register Remember Me?
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Dallara head. Auction Watch. Group Buys. Create New Ad. List Auction. These models featured
some unique styling touches compared to later 1. In fact, early press launch events were staged
on parts of the old Sicilian Targa Florio route and well-regarded journalists such as Paul Frere
arrived home raving about the car which seemed much like a baby Ferrari to many. A modest
bump in power and torque were given with an enlarged 1. Bricklin would sell the cars through
his national network of dealerships in , with new Bertone badging replacing the Fiat logos, new
wheels and other minor changes. Increased competition was also coming from Pontiac's new
Fiero and the Toyota MR2 , both of which were more modern designs wrapped around
mid-engine layouts. In Europe, Abarth was likely the highest-regarded tuner of Fiat vehicles,
and in Fiat purchased Abarth to develop its in-house motorsports division, among other tasks.
Dallara only built a single car, but licensed the design to several privateers, resulting in about
30 cars built between and ' Fiat Group did take notice, subsequently hiring Dallara to
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develop several of its Lancia race cars. Late Fiat and Bertone models with fuel injection come
next for their improved reliability and performance, while models are probably the least
desirable to most buyers with their limited power and fussier temperament. The Lampredi
belt-driven SOHC engine is relatively easy to tune for more power, and is engagingly
high-revving with a redline of nearly 8, rpm. Drive belt changes are generally recommended at
five-year intervalsâ€”pistons can meet valves if they're overdue. Another look at the affordable
mid-engine Italian exotic. Absolutely not! The best a 1. In a tailwind. Fiat got a bad reputation in
the U. Let the little things go, like regular oil changes and other preventative servicing, and
you'll quickly have a problem car. Parts availability is generally good for a car of this age with
several U. Close Ad. Rory Jurnecka Writer. Bertone Treasures Up For Auction. First year of
production: model year in U. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

